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AutoFoci, an automated high-
throughput foci detection approach 
for analyzing low-dose DNA 
double-strand break repair
Nicor Lengert1, Johanna Mirsch2, Ratna N. Weimer2, Eik Schumann2, Peter Haub3, 
Barbara Drossel1 & Markus Löbrich2

Double-strand breaks (DSBs) are the most lethal DNA damages induced by ionising radiation (IR) 
and their efficient repair is crucial to limit genomic instability. The cellular DSB response after low IR 
doses is of particular interest but its examination requires the analysis of high cell numbers. Here, we 
present an automated DSB quantification method based on the analysis of γH2AX and 53BP1 foci as 
markers for DSBs. We establish a combination of object properties, combined in the object evaluation 
parameter (OEP), which correlates with manual object classification. Strikingly, OEP histograms 
show a bi-modal distribution with two maxima and a minimum in between, which correlates with 
the manually determined transition between background signals and foci. We used algorithms to 
detect the minimum, thus separating foci from background signals and automatically assessing DSB 
levels. To demonstrate the validity of this method, we analyzed over 600.000 cells to verify results of 
previous studies showing that DSBs induced by low doses are less efficiently repaired compared with 
DSBs induced by higher doses. Thus, the automated foci counting method, called AutoFoci, provides a 
valuable tool for high-throughput image analysis of thousands of cells which will prove useful for many 
biological screening approaches.

Every person is constantly exposed to different types of ionising radiation (IR) without even noticing the expo-
sure. The mean radiation dose for people in Germany is about 4 mSv per year and encompasses the exposure 
from natural and man-made sources1. However, the individual exposure level can reach 20–50 mSv if medical 
examinations, such as computer tomography scans, are encountered2,3. IR induces a variety of different lesions, of 
which DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are considered to be biologically the most hazardous since unrepaired 
or misrepaired DSBs can lead to genomic instability and carcinogenesis4–6. The risk associated with exposure 
to low doses of radiation is subject of intense and highly controversial discussions, highlighting the necessity of 
studies investigating the effects of low radiation doses7–11.

Over the last years, many studies provided insight into new DSB repair factors or even new DSB repair path-
ways and therefore contributed to a better understanding of the cellular radiation response12–15. However, these 
studies were typically performed at high doses, while only a few studies addressed the radiation response after low 
radiation doses16–23, largely because the observed effects are often too small for a reliable assessment by standard 
biological methods. γH2AX foci analysis by immunofluorescence (IF) microscopy represents a method with 
sufficient sensitivity to detect DSBs after X-ray doses of 1-2 mGy (which is equivalent to 1-2 mSv for X-rays)18,20. 
γH2AX foci arise from the phosphorylation of the histone variant H2AX at a DSB site24 and can be visualized 
microscopically by using specific antibodies coupled to a fluorescence dye. They form within minutes after DSB 
induction and their loss reflects the completion of the repair process20,25–27. Surprisingly, the kinetics for the loss of 
γH2AX foci depend on the applied radiation dose and proceed more slowly after doses in the mGy range17,18,20,23. 
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This impaired DSB repair efficiency at low radiation doses was observed in cultured human cells18,20,23 and veri-
fied by in vivo studies with mice17,18.

Since inefficient DSB repair processes may have an impact on the risk of low-dose exposures, further inves-
tigations on this effect are important. However, due to the small number of induced DSBs, low-dose studies are 
very time-consuming because they require the analysis of a high number of cells. While the evaluation process 
could be optimized by an automated foci counting approach, existing methods28–33 do not meet the requirements 
in the low-dose range regarding time efficiency, differentiation between foci and background signals, easy inte-
gration into standard equipment and reproducibility between different experiments (own experience and ref.34).  
The latter aspect is particularly crucial since independent experiments often show slightly different staining 
qualities with varying degrees of unspecific background signals. To discriminate foci from background signals, 
programs use either a fixed or an adjustable threshold. However, a fixed threshold does not adequately consider 
differences in staining quality while procedures for threshold adjustment are often arbitrary (see Supplementary 
Information).

Here, we present our automated high-throughput software tool “AutoFoci” to count γH2AX and 53BP1 foci 
in low-dose irradiated cells. AutoFoci detects objects that include foci and unspecific background signals and 
records various object properties such as intensity, size and sharpness. A combination of object properties cor-
relates with a manual classification and shows a bi-modal distribution that can be used to discriminate foci from 
background signals. A manual adjustment step involving a small subset of critical objects allows the correction 
for different staining qualities. We applied AutoFoci to analyze more than 600,000 cells irradiated with doses 
between 12 mGy and 1 Gy and reproduced the impaired DSB repair efficiency after low radiation doses that was 
previously observed using manual foci counting18,20. Therefore, AutoFoci provides a unique tool to assess DSB 
repair processes after low doses of IR when many cells need to be analyzed.

Results
Experimental design, image acquisition and processing. The DNA damage response after exposure 
to low doses of IR is difficult to examine due to the small effects induced. A reliable analysis requires a suitable cell 
system with a low level of spontaneously occurring DSBs and a highly sensitive, high-throughput assay to meas-
ure DSB repair in several thousands of cells. To minimize the number of spontaneous breaks, we used HOMSF1 
human fibroblasts that were maintained in confluence for at least two weeks to reduce DSB formation associated 
with DNA replication (Fig. S1a,b). We measured DSBs by the IF detection of 53BP1 and γH2AX foci which 
co-localize in non-dividing G0/G1-phase cells (Fig. 1a). The identification of DSBs by two independent markers 
optimizes DSB detection in the presence of unspecific background staining. The level of spontaneous DSBs in 
unirradiated cells assessed manually ranges from 0.15 to 0.3 foci per cell (Fig. S1c), corresponding to the number 
of DSBs induced by a dose of 7–15 mGy (Fig. S1d).

To establish a highly sensitive, high-throughput assay, we used a scanning fluorescence microscope equipped 
with an autofocus function to monitor 10 × 10 fields, each containing about 50 cells (Fig. 1b). For each field, the 
µManager software (Vale lab, UCSF) obtains one image of the blue channel to detect the cells via DAPI staining (a 
DNA staining dye) and z-stacks consisting of five images for each of the two DNA damage markers (Fig. 1b). The 
software tool Cellect identifies individual cell nuclei from the DAPI image and crops them to obtain single-cell 
images. It then selects from the 5 z-stack images the one with the highest contrast for further analysis (Fig. 1c). 
The image with the highest contrast best displays an identified focus while reducing the impact of unspecific 
background signals compared with a maximum intensity projection of all 5 planes. Finally, we included a step 
to identify any remaining S- and G2-phase cells and any potentially dying cells by their abnormal DAPI content, 
size or shape and excluded them from the analysis. All image acquisition and processing steps are performed 
automatically.

Automated foci evaluation software “AutoFoci”. In order to automate the counting of co-localizing 
γH2AX and 53BP1 foci, we applied a three-step approach. First, an algorithm identifies objects within the cell 
nucleus, background signals as well as foci, and extracts all relevant object properties. The second step defines an 
object evaluation parameter (OEP) as a single measure that best correlates with the manual object rating. Finally, 
algorithms determine a threshold for the OEP to separate foci from background signals. This third step includes a 
manual adjustment of the threshold for each sample by rating a small set of objects at the automatically estimated 
threshold.

Object detection. Objects detected with our procedure include IR-induced and spontaneously occurring DSBs 
with robust foci signals as well as unspecific background signals resulting from staining artefacts. We set our 
object detection criteria such that the background signals outnumber the robust foci signals by a factor of 10 to 
20. An algorithm detects objects in the red channel with the 53BP1 signal by the identification of local maxima 
which we defined as pixels with an intensity value higher than any surrounding pixel in a given radius. To assess 
the object area, an “area growing algorithm” connects the maximum with every adjacent pixel that has at least half 
the intensity of the local maximum. After defining the objects in the 53BP1 image, the software calculates object 
properties in the 53BP1 and the γH2AX images.

Derivation of an appropriate OEP. We first compared various OEPs, calculated from object properties, with 
regard to their correlation with manual focus rating. Three experimenters created a manual benchmark by rating 
over 1,000 objects by eye on a scale from 1 to 9, where background signals were rated from 1 to 4 and foci from 5 
to 9. The manual rating involved only a fraction of the background signals in order to have similar object numbers 
in each section of the rating scale. Figure 2a shows a comparison between the manual object ratings from different 
experimenters for one out of three performed experiments. About 15% of the objects classified as a focus by one 
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experimenter are not classified as such by one of the other two experimenters. As a quantitative measure for the 
agreement between the object ratings of two different experimenters, we calculated the Spearman’s rank correla-
tion coefficient ρ (Fig. 2b), which not only accounts for the classification into foci and background signals but also 
for the ordering within each of the classes. The correlation coefficients range from 0.78 to 0.91 with an average of 
0.86, which served as a benchmark to assess the performance of a calculated OEP.

Figure 2c schematically depicts the relevant steps to obtain the OEP that correlates best with manual object 
rating. The correlations between the manual object ratings and the ratings obtained by the automated approach 
are presented in Fig. 2d. One simple OEP is the mean object intensity in the original image (Fig. 2c, panels 
i and ii). As shown in Fig. 2d, the correlation coefficients ρ are 0.67 for the 53BP1 (panel i) and 0.47 for the 
γH2AX signals (panel ii) and are substantially lower than those between different experimenters (compare to 
Fig. 2b). We therefore included two image transformations, a top-hat transformation and a transformation for 
the local curvature. The top-hat transformation was also used by previous methods for foci detection31,32,35–37 
and enhances the intensity maxima of an image by subtracting the local background (Fig. 2c, panels iii and iv). 
Using the three brightest pixels within the objects in the top-hat transformed images as the OEP, the correlation 
coefficients between automated and manual ratings increase to 0.80 (53BP1; Fig. 2d, panel iii) and 0.66 (γH2AX; 
Fig. 2d, panel iv). The second image transformation, called “local curvature transformation”, applies a Laplacian 
of Gaussian (LoG) operator with a 5 × 5 kernel matrix (see Materials and Methods, User-defined parameters 
for AutoFoci). This transformation enhances regions with a rapid change of intensity, e.g. edges or high local 
curvatures, and is maximal for blob-like structures similar in size to the LoG kernel matrix (Fig. 2c, panels v and 
vi). Using the three brightest pixels within objects in the local curvature transformed images leads to correlation 
coefficients of 0.80 (53BP1; Fig. 2d, panel v) and 0.68 (γH2AX; Fig. 2d, panel vi). We then combined the results of 
both transformations and included a factor C that represents the object compactness (Fig. 2c, panels vii and viii), 
which leads to correlation coefficients of 0.82 (53BP1; Fig. 2d, panel vii) and 0.71 (γH2AX; Fig. 2d, panel viii). C 
is defined as the inverse of the objects’ “moment of inertia”, where the intensity distribution is used analogously to 
the mass distribution in the physical definition:

Figure 1. Generation of single cell images for automated foci quantification. Non-dividing HOMSF1 cells were 
fixed and stained for two DSB markers and DAPI. (a) IF images of the DSB markers γH2AX and 53BP1. Dotted 
lines indicate the shape of the nuclei in the IF images. The scale bar represents 10 µm. (b) Using a scanning 
microscope, a scan raster of 10 × 10 fields was applied and 1 DAPI image and z-stacks of 5 images for each DSB 
damage marker were captured with a step size of 1.2 µm around the focal plane. (c) Image-stacks were processed 
in several steps by using the Cellect tool. First, the positions of all cells were detected automatically by the DAPI 
signal. The position information was then used to crop cells in all channels to create single cell images. Second, 
the best image plane out of the 5 images for each damage marker was identified by maximal contrast.
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Figure 2. Derivation of an OEP that correlates best with manual object evaluation. Using single cell images, 
over 1,000 pre-defined objects from three independent experiments were manually rated on a scale from 1 
to 9, where background signals were rated from 1 to 4 and foci from 5 to 9. (a) Representative comparison 
between object ratings from two experimenters. Blue dots indicate a matched classification while red dots 
indicate a mismatch regarding the classification of background signals vs. foci. Since the objects were not 
rated continuously but in steps of 0.5, a small random offset was added to visualize the frequency of objects in 
a certain category. (b) Rank correlation coefficients ρ between object ratings of two experimenters. The error 
bars represent the SD of three independent experiments. (c) Schematic depiction of the various steps used 
for the derivation of the OEP. The left two panels i and ii show the original IF images with the 53BP1 (red) 
and γH2AX (green) signals. The circles indicate the positions of the objects as defined in the 53BP1 image. 
Panels iii to vi show the IF images after the top-hat and the local curvature transformation. Panels vii to ix 
display the OEP for the defined objects according to equation (2) for the 53BP1 and γH2AX images or the 
combined OEP from the 53BP1 and γH2AX evaluation according to equation (4). (d) Scatter plots for the 
53BP1 (red) and γH2AX (green) signals comparing the average manual object rating performed by the three 
experimenters for the representative experiment in panel a with results from the automated evaluation. The 
tested parameters were the average object intensity for panels i and ii, the average intensity of the three brightest 
pixels of each object in panels iii to vi or the analysis of the objects according to equations (2) or (4) for panels 
vii to ix. To allow a comparison between the automated results and the manual ratings, it was assumed that the 
evaluations using the tested parameters detect the same number of foci as the experimenters. The discrepancies 
in object classification are indicated by red dots. The logarithm for visualization of the automated results does 
not influence the rank correlation p and makes it easier to interpret the resulting histogram as the human 
perception usually follows a logarithmic scale (Weber-Fechner law)48.
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Here, Ii is the intensity of the ith pixel within an object and ri is its distance to the object centre. The complete OEP 
for one colour channel leads to the following formula:

= ⋅ ⋅OEP I
I

I C
(2)

TH

nucl
LCred/green

Here, ITH is the mean intensity of the three brightest pixels within an object in the top-hat transformed image, Inucl 
the mean intensity of the nucleus and ILC the mean intensity of the brightest three pixels within an object in the 
image after applying the local curvature transformation.

In the next step, we combined the two measurements obtained from the 53BP1 and γH2AX signals (Fig. 2c, 
panel ix). For this, we introduced a weighting factor w for the different staining qualities of the two markers, 
which is possibly considered unconsciously during manual focus evaluation:

=w I I/ (3)STDred STDgreen

We calculated this factor for every cell individually and used it to increase the weight of the channel with the 
lower level of background signals. ISTDred and ISTDgreen denote the standard deviation of the pixel intensities within 
the nucleus for the 53BP1 and γH2AX signals, respectively. Typical values for w lie between 0.9 and 1.2 with most 
experiments showing a w-value above 1 that increases the weight of the 53BP1 signal. A combination of the OEPs 
for the 53BP1 and γH2AX signals by using this weighting factor results in the following formula:

= ⋅OEP OEP OEP (4)
w wred green

1

The resulting correlation value of 0.9 (Fig. 2d, panel ix) lies in the upper range found in the correlation between 
object evaluations by different experimenters. Therefore, an experimenter can rely more on the automated rating 
method to be similar to his own assessment than on one of his colleagues’. Since the automated rating demon-
strates such a high correlation to the manual object rating, we used it for subsequent analyses.

Threshold estimation and manual validation. To determine the threshold for distinguishing foci from back-
ground signals, we examined the distribution of OEP values in unirradiated cells with low foci numbers. 
Strikingly, the logarithmic OEP shows a histogram displaying a bi-modality (Fig. 3a), which is even more pro-
nounced in the inverse representation of the logarithmic OEP (Fig. 3b). Bi-modal histograms are also observed 
for a dose of 1 Gy (Fig. 3c,d), suggesting that the identified OEP is also suitable for approaches investigating DSB 
repair after higher doses.

To test whether the minima of the OEP histograms separate foci from background signals, we compared the 
OEP histograms to the results of the manual object rating (depicted as coloured bars in Fig. 3a,b). Strikingly, the 
minima of the logarithmic and the inverse logarithmic OEP histograms nicely separate clearly visible foci (with 
object ratings >6) from clear background signals (object ratings <5) while objects with ratings 5 and 6 (i.e. those 
rated by experimenters to represent “borderline” foci) are located close to the minima. Therefore, we applied dif-
ferent algorithms to detect the transition point between foci and background signals and used the mean of these 
algorithms as a starting point for manual validation (see Supplementary Information). We performed this manual 
validation because the distributions of foci and background signals merge around the minimum and their dis-
tinction will not always coincide with the minimum position. The manual validation step starts by displaying the 
cells with the four closest objects around the starting threshold (see Fig. S2). The experimenter then rates objects 
as foci or background signal and the algorithm shifts the threshold dependent on this result and calculates the 
resulting number of foci per cell for the new threshold. Then, the algorithm displays the four objects around the 
new threshold and the experimenter repeats the evaluation step. To make the process as time efficient as possible, 
the algorithm initially shifts the threshold in large steps, which are gradually reduced with repeated iterations. 
The process ends when the standard deviation of the past six “foci per cell” values, calculated from the past six 
thresholds, is smaller than 5% of the average value. Finally, the program calculates the mean number of foci per 
cell from the last six thresholds.

The manual adjustment of the threshold for each sample also allows an evaluation of the staining quality of 
the analyzed data set. For this, the software displays the OEP histograms and calculates the Pearson coefficient 
p representing the mean correlation between the pixel intensities of both channels for all cell nuclei of the sam-
ple. Valid data sets show strong and specific intensity signals for both damage markers (Fig. S3a) resulting in a 
Pearson coefficient above 0.4 (empirical value derived from many experiments) and a pronounced minimum in 
the OEP histogram (Fig. S3b). In contrast, stainings with weak foci signals for one damage marker (Fig. S3c) don’t 
meet the Pearson criteria and don’t show a minimum in the OEP histogram (Fig. S3d). Stainings exhibiting many 
unspecific background signals can show a high Pearson coefficient (Fig. S3e) but also fail to show a minimum in 
the histogram (Fig. S3f). Collectively, these parameters identify experiments with staining or image acquisition 
problems that should be discarded.

Inefficient DSB repair in human fibroblasts after low-dose exposure. To test our new tool 
AutoFoci, we aimed to verify the previously observed inefficient DSB repair after low radiation doses18,20. We 
irradiated cells with doses between 12 mGy and 1 Gy, stained them 24 h later against γH2AX and 53BP1 and 
obtained ~5,000 single cell images per sample. For a direct comparison of the resulting AutoFoci data to a manual 
approach, we counted foci by eye in 500 cells per sample on microscopic overview images. Foci numbers obtained 
in irradiated samples by AutoFoci (Fig. 4a) and by manual counting (Fig. 4b) are plotted together with the cor-
responding numbers for unirradiated samples. In total, we analyzed foci in more than 600,000 cells using the 
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AutoFoci approach and in about 50,000 cells manually. Although foci numbers vary between identical samples 
analyzed by the two approaches, the average number of radiation-induced persisting foci is very similar (compare 
the last coloured column for each dose in Fig. 4a,b). To assess the repair efficiency, we divided the number of 
radiation-induced persisting foci by the number of foci induced at 15 min by the corresponding doses. For this, 
we applied an induction rate of 20 foci per cell for a dose of 1 Gy (Fig. S1d), yielding 0.24 induced foci per cell for 
a dose of 12 mGy and proportionally higher values for the higher doses.

This analysis shows that only 4-5% of the initial foci persist for 24 h after 100 mGy and 1 Gy, suggesting effi-
cient DSB repair at these higher doses (Fig. 4c). Strikingly, however, both quantification methods reveal that 
decreasing the dose below 100 mGy gradually decreases the repair efficiency (Fig. 4c). While about 10% of the 
initial foci persist for 24 h after 25 mGy, irradiation with 12 mGy leads to 18–25% persisting foci. These results 
fully confirm previous studies18,20 by applying our automated high-throughput foci quantification method to 
thousands of cells. Notably, the analysis requires the manual assessment of only a small subset of cells to evaluate 
foci numbers in the remaining thousands of cells in each sample. Thus, AutoFoci significantly speeds up the eval-
uation process while ensuring reliable results by including a manual control and adjustment step.

Although the numbers for persisting radiation-induced foci are very similar for the automated and the man-
ual evaluation method, the foci numbers in unirradiated cells are significantly higher for the automated analysis 
(see Materials and Methods). A detailed analysis of the OEP histograms of unirradiated cells and of cells irra-
diated with 1 Gy reveals that the average OEP of persisting foci is considerably higher than that of spontaneous 
foci (Fig. S4). This indicates that spontaneous foci are on average smaller and less bright than the persisting 
radiation-induced foci. We speculate that the analysis of single cell images during AutoFoci leads to the classifica-
tion of borderline objects as foci which are not classified as such at microscopic overview images used for manual 
counting.

Discussion
Here, we present the software AutoFoci for automated high-throughput DSB scoring in human fibroblasts. We 
applied IF co-staining of γH2AX and 53BP1 foci to visualize DSBs. After automated image acquisition and pro-
cessing, AutoFoci detects all objects, including foci as well as background signals, by local intensity maxima and 
additional object properties such as size and sharpness. Several experimenters rated the detected objects on a 
quality scale from 1 to 9 into foci (scores 5 to 9) and background signals (scores 1 to 4). This manual classification 

Figure 3. A bi-modal OEP histogram separating background signals and foci. Representative histograms 
showing the logarithmic OEP (a,c) or the inverse logarithmic OEP (b,d) for objects detected in unirradiated 
HOMSF1 cells (a,b) or HOMSF1 cells fixed at 24 h post 1 Gy (c,d). Coloured histograms in panels a and b 
show the results of the manual rating from Fig. 2a (average of the 3 experimenters). Since objects with OEP 
ratings near the manually defined foci threshold of 5 are located around the minimum in both representations, 
background signals and foci can be separated. The black lines in panels a and b indicate the mean of different 
algorithms determining the starting point for manual threshold adjustment.
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served as a benchmark to identify the combination of object properties defined as OEP in equation (4). The 
inverse logarithmic OEP shows a clear bi-modal object distribution with two maxima and a minimum in between 
that matches the transition between manually rated unspecific signals and foci. The software automatically identi-
fies the minimum in the bi-modal OEP distribution which allows the separation of foci from background signals 
and hence enables automated DSB scoring.

Most other DSB scoring programs involve the manual setting of thresholds for various object properties to 
obtain average foci numbers per cell which match manual scoring but typically do not correlate the individ-
ual object properties, or a combination of them, with a manual classification (see Supplementary Information). 
Hence, the discrimination between foci and background signals based on a combination of object param-
eters which best correlates with a human classification represents a unique feature of the AutoFoci software. 
Importantly, the distributions obtained for the best combination of object properties as defined in the OEP exhibit 
a bi-modal pattern that allowed the automated scoring of foci. However, since the distributions for background 
signals and foci overlap around the minimum, we implemented a short manual evaluation to adjust the thresh-
old. This brief human intervention has the additional advantage that it allows a manual assessment of image and 
staining quality, preventing the usage of data with insufficient quality. The time requirement for the intervention 
step is small since the method first estimates the threshold automatically and the subsequent manual validation 
involves only a small number of cells. Thus, the brief human adjustment step implemented in AutoFoci provides 

Figure 4. Inefficient DSB repair after irradiation with low X-ray doses. Non-dividing HOMSF1 cells were 
irradiated with various doses between 12 mGy and 1 Gy, fixed at 24 h after irradiation and stained for γH2AX, 
53BP1 and DAPI. (a,b) Quantification of foci performed by AutoFoci (a) or manually by the experimenter (b). 
Left panels: For automated foci counting with AutoFoci, single cell images were used, while overview images 
containing many cells were used for manual foci counting. The scale bars represent 10 µm. Right panels: Each 
bar represents the mean foci number from 2 duplicate samples irradiated with the indicated dose (dark grey) 
plotted together with the corresponding mean foci number of unirradiated control samples (light grey). Striped 
bars indicate that the foci numbers of unirradiated and irradiated cells were similar (sparsely striped) or that 
irradiated cells showed slightly fewer foci numbers (<0.01 foci per cell) than the corresponding control (densely 
striped). For automated foci counting at least 5000 cells and for manual counting at least 1000 cells were 
analyzed per duplicate sample. Foci counting was performed in a blinded manner. The last column for each dose 
represents the mean value for unirradiated and irradiated cells from the shown 4–12 independent duplicates. 
Error bars represent the SE. (c) Evaluation of the DSB repair efficiency. The number of the radiation-induced 
persisting foci as shown in a and b (dark grey part of the columns) was divided by the number of foci induced 
at 15 min by the corresponding doses by applying an induction rate of 20 foci per cell for 1 Gy. Error bars show 
the SE from 4–12 duplicates and *indicates a p value < 0.05. Data sets for 12 mGy were tested against 25, 50, 100 
and 1000 mGy. The detailed parameters are provided in Materials and Methods.
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an ideal balance between speed and accuracy. Of note, the identified combination of object properties defined in 
the OEP can easily be implemented in most other DSB scoring programs.

To demonstrate the validity of our automated foci counting method AutoFoci for low-dose experiments, we 
analyzed the DSB repair efficiencies after irradiation of cultured fibroblasts with defined X-ray doses between 12 
mGy and 1 Gy. Kept in confluence, unirradiated fibroblasts show foci numbers (representing spontaneous DSBs) 
which correspond to foci numbers induced by doses between 7–15 mGy. Thus, at the lowest dose used for the 
repair studies (12 mGy), irradiation approximately doubled the spontaneous foci level, allowing reliable assess-
ment of repair efficiency. Previous studies succeeded in analyzing even lower doses enabled by a lower number 
of spontaneous foci18,20. The number of spontaneous foci detected might depend on cell type and cultivation, 
the optical resolution of the microscope and the type of evaluation (by eye at the microscope or at microscopic 
images). Importantly, by automatically quantifying foci in more than 600,000 cells, we confirmed that the effi-
ciency of DSB repair decreases with decreasing radiation doses. At the lowest dose of 12 mGy, approximately 20% 
of the induced foci persist, which is consistent with manual quantifications of foci in the present and previous 
studies18,20.

Despite the demonstrated validity of our approach to count persisting foci after low radiation doses, program 
adjustments are required when earlier time points and/or higher doses need to be analyzed. At early times, foci 
are typically smaller and less intense compared with foci persisting at 24 h post IR. This will likely lead to a less 
distinct bi-modal OEP distribution which might cause difficulties to automatically identify the ideal separation 
point between foci and background signals. While the existing procedure for manual threshold adjustment can 
partially correct for this limitation, the algorithms for automated threshold estimation require adjustments. At 
higher doses, multiple cells will exhibit more than one focus which will not be adequately imaged by using a 
single plane. This will likely lead to an underestimation of foci numbers, a limitation which can be overcome by 
using maximum intensity projections (MIPs) for object detection. Thus, we have provided online instructions for 
changing the algorithms for automated threshold estimation as well as for using MIPs instead of single planes for 
object detection. Moreover, since the manual threshold adjustment procedure requires some level of experience 
by the experimenter, we have provided online the single cell images used for the manual object rating in Fig. 3 
along with the classification of the pre-defined objects. Further, we have provided overview images that can be 
processed by Cellect for AutoFoci. This will allow users to compare their manual rating with the presented data 
set and will familiarize themselves with our software programs using appropriate images. It is also relevant to 
note that users can benchmark their foci rating by manually moving the threshold for foci detection in the OEP 
histograms into regions with clear foci or clear background signals.

The automated foci counting method provides a valuable tool for high-throughput image analysis in low-dose 
experiments. AutoFoci was applied in the present work to verify the previously observed inefficient DSB repair 
after low radiation doses but could prove useful for many other studies, particularly large-scale screening pro-
grams. For example, we are currently investigating the repair capacity of fibroblasts derived from patients who 
developed one or two independent malignancies before the age of eighteen. Such patients likely have a genetic 
predisposition to develop tumours which might arise due to differences in repairing low numbers of DSBs com-
pared to healthy donors. Moreover, AutoFoci might be suitable for assessing the radiation sensitivity of cancer 
patients before receiving tumour therapy. Such studies are important to identify patients who likely will show 
severe side effects during radiotherapy because of an impaired DSB response38–40. Biodosimetry is another pos-
sible application of AutoFoci, where the dose an individual received is not known but can be approximated by 
measuring the level of induced DSBs. Such measurements help to optimize CT scanning protocols38,41–43 or to 
assess the dose levels during therapeutic approaches44,45. However, since most studies with human samples use 
lymphocytes, the described method of image acquisition and processing requires adjustments. Since AutoFoci 
provides an ideal balance between speed and accuracy, it might improve the feasibility and validity of such 
large-scale studies.

Materials and Methods
Cultivation of human fibroblasts. HOMSF1 human fibroblasts (a kind gift from the Human Genetics 
Department at the University of Saarland, Germany) were cultured in DMEM (low glucose, supplemented with 
15% FCS, 1% NEAA, 100 units/ml penicillin, 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin and 0.25 µg/ml ampothericin) at 37 °C and 
5% CO2. Cells in passages 11 to 16 were used for the experiments in which about 10,000 cells per cm2 were seeded 
either in 24-well plates with a glass bottom or on glass cover-slips. Cells were cultured for two weeks to obtain 
a non-dividing confluent cell layer. During this incubation time, the cell culture medium was exchanged once.

Cell cycle analysis. To control for the non-dividing status of the confluent cell layer, cells were evaluated by 
eye and routinely tested by cell cycle analysis. For this, resting and exponentially growing cells were incubated for 
3 h with 5 µM of the nucleotide analogue EdU. Cells were fixed using 3% para-formaldehyde and permeabilized 
with 0.2% Triton in PBS for 10 min at RT. EdU incorporated during the S phase of the cell cycle was stained via a 
click-it reaction according to the manufacturer’s instructions (PANATecs). DNA was stained with DAPI (0.2 µg/
ml) for 5 min. Cells were washed again with ultrapure water, mounted with VECTASHIELD mounting medium 
(Vector Laboratories) and sealed with nail polish. The population was automatically scanned at a widefield micro-
scope (Axiovert 200 M with a 20x Plan-Apochromat objective, Zeiss) and the EdU signal intensity was plotted vs. 
the DAPI signal intensity by using the program MetaCyte (MetaSystems). Non-dividing G0/G1 cells have a low 
EdU and a low DAPI signal (Fig. S1a,b).

Irradiation of HOMSF1 cells. Irradiation of HOMSF1 cells was performed with an X-ray machine (Titan 
Isovolt 160; General Electric) at 90 kV, 3 mA and a dose rate of 30 mGy per min (for doses <20 mGy), 6 mA and 
a dose rate of 60 mGy per min (for doses >20 and <100 mGy) or 19 mA and a dose rate of 550 mGy per min 
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(for doses ≥100 mGy). The dose rate was determined and controlled with a dosimeter (DIADOS T60004; PTW 
Freiburg GmbH). Since cells were irradiated on a glass surface, a dose correction factor of 3 was applied, which 
was determined experimentally according to a previous study46.

γH2AX/53BP1 immunofluorescence staining, image acquisition and processing. At defined 
times post irradiation, cells were washed once with PBS and fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde for 15 min. Cells 
were washed again with PBS and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton in PBS for 10 min at RT. After three washing 
steps with PBS, cells were incubated with blocking-solution (1% FCS and 3% BSA in PBS) for 30 min at RT. Cells 
were incubated with anti-53BP1 antibody (mouse; Upstate 24568) at 1:2000 and anti-γH2AX antibody (rabbit; 
Abcam GR1377) at 1:1000 in PBS containing 1% FCS at 4 °C over night. Cells were washed three times with 
PBS-T (0.1% Tween20 in PBS) and incubated with goat-anti-rabbit and goat-anti-mouse antibody (Alexa Fluor 
488 or 594; Invitrogen) at 1:500 or 1:1000 in PBS containing 1% FCS for 1 h at RT in the dark. After another 
three washing steps with PBS, DNA was stained with DAPI (0.2 µg/ml) for 5 min. Cells were washed again with 
ultrapure water, mounted with VECTASHIELD mounting medium (Vector Laboratories) and sealed with nail 
polish.

For image acquisition, a scan raster of 5 × 5 or 10 × 10 fields each with a size of 1360 × 1024 pixels 
(439.28 × 330.75 µm2) was applied. For each field, 1 image for DAPI and z-stacks of 5 images for each damage 
marker with a z-distance of 1.2 µm were obtained at a widefield microscope (Observer D1, Zeiss) with a 20x 
Plan-Apochromat objective (Zeiss). Images were captured automatically utilizing the autofocus feature of the 
µManager software (Vale lab, UCSF) operating with the JAF(H&P) algorithm and optimized autofocus properties 
for the used cell line.

For automated foci counting via AutoFoci, images were processed with Cellect to generate single cell images. 
For this, the position information of the cells was determined by their DAPI signal, which was then used to crop 
each cell to obtain single cell images. To select the best of the five planes, transformed images were created by 
applying the Sobel operator that enhances the edges within the image which correspond to foci and the nuclear 
membrane. The best plane is then defined as the plane with the highest total intensity within the nucleus in the 
transformed image compared to the total intensity in the original image. These steps were performed for each 
cell individually. Finally, a histogram displaying the DAPI intensity vs. the intensity of the γH2AX signal in the 
nucleus was used to select the G1 population and to exclude S and G2 cells as well as any potentially dying cells by 
their abnormal DAPI and γH2AX signals. For further details see the guideline for image processing using Cellect 
provided at https://github.com/nleng/AutoFoci.

Manual foci counting and threshold adjustment for automated foci counting. Manual foci 
counting was typically performed in a blinded manner using overview images. For repair studies at 24 h post 
irradiation, single overview images (the plane identified by the autofocus function during image acquisition) were 
used to quantify foci, whereas z-stacks were used to count foci at 15 min post irradiation because of the smaller 
foci size directly after irradiation.

The evaluation of the critical objects during threshold adjustment for automated foci counting was typically 
performed in a blinded manner. For this, images of several samples were opened at once and the experimenter 
was not aware of which sample was selected for threshold adjustment. For further details, see the guideline to 
operate AutoFoci provided at https://github.com/nleng/AutoFoci.

User-defined parameters for AutoFoci. The software AutoFoci requires only a small number of 
user-defined input parameters. These parameters depend on the resolution of the cell images, which was 
120 × 120 pixels in this study. One of the parameters is the so-called local maximum radius which was used for 
object separation. A radius of 3 pixels was used in the data presented here. It only had a small influence on the 
number of detected foci as only very few foci were closer than 3 pixels to each other, especially in the performed 
repair studies after low doses. Additionally, we used a value of 3 pixels for the minimum area of an object and 
a factor of 1.1 for the minimum intensity of each pixel (within an object) above the mean intensity of the cell 
nucleus (selected for 8-bit images with grey values of 0–255). Because both were set to very small values, they 
did not influence the number of foci and were only used to reduce the number of background signals. A lower 
number of background signals reduces the CPU usage and also the required disk space. As a second parameter, 
the diameter of the so-called structuring element applied for the top-hat transformation should be larger than the 
diameter of a small focus and was set to 10 pixels.

For the image transformation “local curvature”, we used the following 5 × 5 kernel matrix to approximate a 
Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) operator:







− − − − −
− −
− −
− −
− − − − −







2 4 4 4 2
4 0 10 0 4
4 10 32 10 4
4 0 10 0 4
2 4 4 4 2

The convolution matrix acts as a Gaussian smoothing filter followed by the Laplace operator, which approxi-
mates a second derivative measurement on the image47. The Gaussian smoothing was applied before the Laplacian 
operator because the latter is sensitive to noise.

Statistical Analysis. Statistical analyses were carried out by applying a one-sided t-test with a significance 
level of 0.05. Data sets were tested for their normal distribution. Variances of data sets for t-testing were first 
compared via F-test. If the variances of the data sets differed significantly, a Welch-Correction was included in the 
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t-test. All details such as sample size, 95% confidence interval (CI), degree of freedom (DF) and p-value are noted 
below. We performed all statistical analyses with OriginPro 9.0 G (OriginLabs).

Average spontaneous foci numbers per cell quantified by the manual vs. the automated approach (Fig. 4a,b): 
p < 0.001, DF40. Descriptive statistics: AutoFoci counting: N = 26; 0.30 ± 0.01 (SE), 0.28–0.33 (CI). Manual 
counting: N = 26, 0.21 ± 0.01 (SE), 0.18–0.23 (CI).

Fraction of persisting radiation-induced foci after 12 mGy vs. higher radiation doses (Fig. 4c): AutoFoci 
counting: 12 vs. 25, 50, 100, 1000 mGy: p = 0.138, DF = 11; p = 0.0346, DF = 8.18; p = 0.020, DF = 8.13; p = 0.024, 
DF = 8.06. Manual counting: 12 vs. 25, 50, 100, 1000 mGy: p = 0.010, DF = 19; p = 0.020, DF = 13; p = 0.006, 
DF = 8.07; p = 0.007, DF = 8.05. Descriptive statistics: AutoFoci counting: 12 mGy: N = 9, 18.12 ± 5.5 (SE), 5.36–
30.87 (CI); 25 mGy: N = 12, 11,22 ± 2.40 (SE), 5.95–16.49 (CI); 50 mGy: N = 6, 6.39 ± 1.23 (SE), 3.14–9.64 (CI); 
100 mGy: N = 6, 4.62 ± 0.50 (SE), 3.33–5.91 (CI); 1000 mGy: N = 4, 5.23 ± 0.35 (SE) or 4.13–6.33 (CI). Manual 
counting: 12 mGy: N = 9, 26.29 ± 6.9 (SE), 10.28–42.30 (CI); 25 mGy: N = 12, 10,50 ± 1.67 (SE), 6.82–14.18 (CI); 
50 mGy: N = 6, 6.71 ± 0.57 (SE), 5.25–8.16 (CI); 100 mGy: N = 6, 3.6 ± 0.45 (SE), 2.49–4.81 (CI); 1000 mGy: 
N = 4, 4.41 ± 0.38 (SE), 3.20–5.62 (CI).

Data Availability
The ImageJ version including the Cellect tools used for image processing and the software AutoFoci to automati-
cally count foci in single cell images are freely available at https://github.com/nleng/AutoFoci. Furthermore, short 
guidelines and test images for both programs are provided on the website for trial.
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